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Washington, D.C. ~ Monday , June 30, 2014

Corporate choices have consequences. This is true for a closely -held company  or a
multinational conglomerate; it is true for a U.S. based firm or a foreign chartered one. Firms that
engage in sy stemic misconduct over a prolonged period of time in v iolation of US law will pay  a
substantial price. That is why  we are here today , because of the choices BNP made over and over
again -- from deciding to act as a defacto central bank for the government of Sudan and aiding
other sanctioned regimes to dragging their feet once the Justice Department put them on notice
that their illegal conduct was under investigation.

True cooperation might have reduced that price. But that cooperation needed to be full and

complete. That means disclosing illegal conduct as soon as the corporation discovers it,

securing and prov iding full and complete documents promptly , conducting a v igorous internal

investigation and reporting the results in a timely  fashion, identify ing those involved in the

illegal activ ity , both inside and outside the firm, including senior executives, and quickly  taking

remedial actions to correct the problems, including disciplining those employ ees responsible.

That is not what BNP did.   It ignored US sanctions laws and concealed its tracks.   And when

contacted by  law enforcement it chose not to fully  cooperate.   This failure to cooperate had a

real effect -- it significantly  impacted the government's ability  to bring charges against

responsible indiv iduals, sanctioned entities and satellite banks. This failure, together with BNP's

prolonged misconduct, mandated the criminal plea and the nearly  $9 billion penalty  that we are

announcing today .

The lesson to be learned from this case is that v iolating U.S. law carries serious consequences.  

Full and timely  cooperation with law enforcement can go a long way  to mitigating those

consequences, but BNP did not choose that path.   We trust that other corporations and financial

firms who find themselves in a similar situation will take a lesson from this.
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